
RA Masters Commission – Minutes
Thursday 25th July 2013, 1.00pm

Attendees: Mark Mussared, John Whiting, Alan Nicol, Fenton Jones, Susan Linacre, Charles
Lloyd-Jones, Cameron Allen
Apologies: Nikki McAllen, Phil O’Dwyer, David Eichler

1. John Whiting welcomed all to the meeting

2. Sub-committees Reports
a. Handicaps Sub-committee

i. Mark thanked Cameron and John for sending through Victorian and FISA
regatta results, and confirmed that little progress has been made due to
absence.

ii. Susan queried whether it would be possible for more FISA Masters Regatta
results to be procured as it is more important to get a variety of individual’s
results rather than a variety of regatta results ie. Australian regatta results will
tend to look at the same individuals.  Cameron to keep following up with FISA.

b. Alternative Events Sub-committee
i. Nikki provided a comprehensive list of potential alternate events:

1. Charles had looked into Coastal rowing and confirmed that the
Wintech coastal boat was currently in Brisbane where a trailer is being
designed for it.  John suggested that the Commission should put a
recommendation for an event to Rowing Australia – Charles is to keep
talking to Wintech about provision of equipment.

2. Susan commented that the Multi-distance event (eg. Heineken
Regatta style) looks to be perfectly suited to being held in Canberra as
the lake is well suited to such events.  Susan to follow up with ACT
rowing individuals to canvas interest and look at potential boat
hire/loaning for interstate competitors.

3. Not discussed in the meeting, but the ‘All in One Race’ format in the
list of potential events was held with some success in New Zealand as
the Karapiro Spring Regatta -
http://karapirorowing.com/regatta_info_SPR2012.php.

c. Australian Masters Sub-committee
i. Mark reported in David’s absence that a grant had been received for the event

from Events South Australia, which was very appreciated
ii. Mark confirmed that an accountant had been added to the Organising

Committee, who will begin tightening up the budget.
iii. The procurement of a large marquee for the finish area as per the 2011

Australian Rowing Championships has begun with two options being available.



iv. Mark is still attempting to contact Chris Grummitt to begin work on the order of
events.  Cameron confirmed he will follow him up while he is in Canberra, and
for Chris to call Mark briefly if he has a chance.  John suggested Jim Lowe and
Bob Alexander as others who could assist. Susan stated that the gender
balance in the timing of events should be looked at, and in considering the
racing schedule constraints around boat allocations should be considered.

d. Privacy Sub-committee
i. Susan confirmed that she has spoken with Matt Treglown at RA and Steve

Lopez at RegattaCentral, and that RegattaCentral’s view is basically to defer
to RA’s requirements.  Susan also noted that the RA privacy policy stated that
unnecessary information would not be collected, and confirmed her opinion
that a date of birth was not required and only a year of birth, or if date of birth
100% required just put January 1st with the correct year for all.

ii. John suggested that a formal request should be put to RA and in turn the
States from the Commission to justify their requirement for date of birth over
year of birth.  Susan to draft request including the risks of the current practise.
Cameron to be a channel for the request.

3. 2014 World Rowing Masters Regatta
a. John reported that RA were at the brink of announcing the new regatta project board
structure with the Chair and Deputy-Chair to be Victorian based, and that he will confirm
names once they are available.  In addition a part-time ‘person on the ground’ position
would be confirmed soon.  John stated that this structural event changes are due to the
2013 Sydney International Regatta review.
b. John confirmed that there will be a presence promoting the event at the 2013 World
Masters Games in Turin and 2013 World Masters Regatta in Varese.

4. Senior Master Rowers
a. Cameron confirmed that he and Amal Davis at RA had received multiple

communications from the senior masters rowing community (over 70) regarding issues
surrounding race consolidation and handicapping at the Australian Masters
Championships, stating that it is discrimination that their events are consolidated and
not awarded medals separately.  John requested Cameron to go back to them to put
forward a formal proposal to state desired standards/guidelines/principles that should
be set.



5. Other Business
a. John commented that there has been a general interest from some parties travelling to

international Masters regattas that there be generic Australian-flavoured zootsuit to
compete in to show they are Australian, and wondered what the Commission thought
on how that should be managed.  General comments included whether a shirt and/or
cap would be more appropriate then a zootsuit, and that there will likely be issues in
confirming a design.  John requested that as it was too close to this year’s World
Masters regattas it be looked at for the future, and it to be placed on the agenda for
next month’s meeting.

b. Susan queried how the minutes of the Commission meetings were communicated.
Cameron confirmed that the June meeting minutes were sent to the States for the first
time, and Charles confirmed that they could be posted on the Australian Masters
Rowing Facebook page.

6. Next meeting – TBC
a. How does the 26th August at 6.00pm sound for the next meeting?

7. Close of meeting – 2.11pm


